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Every student receiving an Erasmus+ STUDIES grant has to submit a UU report as well. Writing the UU report is one of the 
university’s conditions to receive and keep the grant. Only after submitting this report your Erasmus+ grant will be 
awarded definitively.  
 
Your report will be made available (anonymously) to UU students preparing an exchange or research period 
abroad. Not all of them are Dutch-speaking, therefore we prefer to receive reports written in English. 

 
Please use Tab to go to the next (text) box. 

family name       

first name       

student number       

e-mail address 
optional; only if you don’t mind students preparing for study abroad contacting you directly  

     @      

faculty/college Geosciences 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Human Geography and Planning 

 
destination city & country Stockholm, Sweden 

name university abroad  Stockholm University 

start date 23 / 08 / 2015  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 17 / 01 / 2016  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 
exchange application process 

During the time when I was deciding whether or not I actually wanted to go abroad, people who had already 
gone abroad told us (the group of yet to be exchange students), that the application process was a piece of cake. 
Once I started the application process, I didn't really think this was true anymore, but not because of the forms 
you will have to fill in. I found the most difficult part to be to get the attention of the international officer on the 
other side. I've heard that Stockholm University is kind of notorious for that, but still, their late reactions did 
cause me some stress, since I really wanted to get those forms back to me.  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

The support at Utrecht University was everything you would hope and expect it to be. Before the exchange, I 
had a lot of questions about how to fill in all of the forms. That is why it was so nice that the international office 
was almost always open on days that I was at the Uithof too, and that everyone was willing to help me, even 
though I really had an awful lot of questions. They also helped me when Stockholm University did not really give 
me a response when asking for their signature on my initial forms.This saved me a great deal of worries, and 
made me feel like it was all going to be okay. I know that this might sound somewhat cheesy, but that doesn't 
make it less true.   
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academic preparation 

I didn't need academic preparation before going to Stockholm Universtiy. Their academic writing style, for 
example, is quite similar to the Dutch one. On top of that, every time when we would have to write an essay, 
the teacher would explain how the Swedes like to write their essays.  

language preparation 

I did not need to do any language preparation. That's one of the good things about Sweden: everyone speaks 
English at quite a high level. 

finances 

Finances were a more difficult part of my stay abroad. When you go to Sweden, you have to take their high 
prices into account. When i got back in the Netherlands, I have been surprised for almost a week of how cheap 
the Albert Heijn actually was compared to the Swedish supermakets. Also, when you rent your housing via the 
housing office, the monthly price of your room is quite a bit higher than in the Netherlands.  
 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 
study programme (content and organisational issues) 

The study programme is pretty well organised for people who do not have a lot of experience in human 
geography. There are a lot of introductory courses, and less intermediate courses for international students. In 
my case, I could only do the courses about Swedish geography, since they were the only ones that I hadn't 
already done in Utrecht, like the GIS courses. To fill the ECTS gap that was created by this, I took social 
antropology and Swedish courses. That's the great thing about Stockholm University: there are several Swedish 
courses you can take for free. However, the range of study programme's was not very wide, and there were 
almost no courses that were an addition to what I learned about Human Geography in Utrecht.  

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality is very diverse. I think it has to to with both the teacher and with the faculty where you're 
taking classes. After writing some papers, I was surprised that I even got a B. On the other hand, I once got an 
Fx, partly for not writing my references in the correct manner. About the education activities: in the first week 
of the course Swedish Geography, we had an excursion through the farmlands above Stockholm. It lasted for a 
whole day. At the start, it was obvious that everyone was paying attention, but in the end everyone was tired 
and just wanted to go home and couldn't pay attention anymore. Another excursion in the same course was 
not given by just one teacher. Instead, us students had to prepare a presentation of different urban areas in 
Stockholm. This was very interesting, all the more because everything was told to and by ourselves. In general, I 
would say that the academic quality of education activities varies, but is still generally slightly lower than you 
might be used to at Utrecht University. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The counselling and support at Stockholm University was pretty good, even though it was not as good as the 
one in Utrecht. The people were friendly and willing to help you. The only thing is that they can be a bit slow 
with responding to emails, so I would recommend going there in person when collecting signatures for 
example.  

transfer of credits 

The transfer of credits had to be taken care of at the end.  

 

STUDENT LIFE 
welcome & orientation programme 
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I was quite happy with the orientation programme. One reason for this is that an information lecture was being 
held, during which various persons told us everything we needed to know about living in Sweden. This was very 
convenient, since most of us didn't even know where to buy metro cards etc. On top of that, there are probably 
so many things you wouldn't have thought of before going on your exchange, but that were discussed during 
that lecture. Another reason why I was happy with the introduction week is that it allowed you to slowly 
acclimatize to your new environment and to meet new people. 

accommodation 

In exchange for paying a slightly higher rent than you would if you stil lived in the Netherlands, if you're one of 
the lucky ones who get chosen to rent a room with the housing office, you will not have to look for your own 
room in Stockholm anymore. This is a good thing, since it is very difficult to arrange your own housing over 
there. Moreover, the location where I lived was close near perfect. This campus was called Lappis and was 
located near the sea and was surrounded by forest. Furthermore, the university was just a 10 minute walk 
away. All things considered, I was very happy with my accomodation, and I would definitely recommend trying 
to get your housing via the housing office.  

leisure & culture 

Due to Sweden's impressive natural areas, there are lots of leisure activities that can be done. Kayaking is a 
good example of that. Another thing that Swedes do is hiking. Going to far away places by public transport 
might get expensive, which is why hiking is an ideal opportunity for an active leisure activity. Some 80 
kilometers south of Stockholm, you can find the Tyrresta national park. This is a very good place for hiking. 
The Swedish culture is not so different from the Dutch culture. One big difference for me is the way tha,t most 
Swedish people behave when they are around people they don't know yet. They are very friendly, so there is no 
problem there. However, i found them to be quite introverted at times. It seemed to me as if they'd rather keep 
doing their own thing and keep hanging out with their own group of people, instead of discovering new things.  

suggestions/tips 

In summer, especially when you live in Lappis, I stronly recommend kayaking through Stockholms waters. There 
are multiple locations where you can rent a kayak. We rented it near the psychology faculty, not far from the 
train and metro station 'Universitetet', which was obviously close to the university. However, you could also for 
example rent your kayaks at djurgardensbron, from where you can take your kayak to the waters that surround 
the centre of Stockholm.  
I also recommend spending lots of time on the island Södermalm. There are some great bars and restaurants on 
this island, even though some may be difficult to find. My personal favourite is an Indian restaurant called the 
Holy Cow, and is located on the Ringvägen on the south of Södermalm. You should definitely eat there 
sometime during your stay.  
Another recommendation is to buy the studentkortet. With this, you become a member of one of three faculty 
societies. All three have their own building, in which they have different sorts of activities. With the 
studentkortet, you will also receive a significant discount on your public transport card, which will then only 
cost around 560 SEK. This sounds much at first, but believe me, it's definitely worth its money. One last 
recommendation is then to use this public transport card to travel to Uppsala. This student city is just one hour 
by train away from Stockholm, and is very much worth the visit.  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I had a great time in Stockholm, so I would definitely recommend going there. However, if I'm completely 
honest, I would choose a different location if I were to do an exchange some time again. It is perfect for a first 
longer period abroad, but for the next time I would personally like to go somewhere where the cultures do not 
resemble as much as the Swedish and the Dutch. So I think it depends on what you're looking for in an 
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exchange. If you're looking for a huge challenge, Stockholm wouldn't really be the place to go. But if you're 
looking for a place with beautiful and impressive nature, without too much of a culture shock, I'd definitely 
recommend going to Stockholm University.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

When you decide to go to Stockholm University, do not worry about having lots of contact with local people. As 
I already explained, I found Swedes to be quite introvert. So, instead of being annoyed by this or anything, just 
enjoy your time with all the other and awesome international students in Stockholm. And, if you're going to be 
there during winter time, please do not forget to bring warm clothes. It might be a stereotype, but it is 
definitely true that the Swedish winter can get very, very cold.  
 

Save this UU report for your own records and send it as attachment to verslagen.internationaloffice@uu.nl 
within 30 days after finishing your study abroad period and in ANY case before the final deadline!  
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